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ART FUR
ART FUR - ΑΤΖΕΜΗΣ Κ. - ΒΡΑΓΓΑΛΑΣ Α. ΟΒΕ
Petra Area, P.O. Box 70
52100 Kastoria, Greece
Tel. +30 24670 26520 / +30 24670 86510
Fax + 30 24670 86510
E-mail: info@artfur-moda.com
www.artfur-moda.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces, other garments
Art Fur is a new but very dynamic company, located in Northern Greece, Kastoria, where the tradition of fur existed for
centuries.
Owns a workshop and showroom with the latest machinery
and highly qualified stuff.
Art Fur company was founded in 2006.
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ANTONIO ARNESANO FURS & LEATHER S.R.L.
68, Vescovo Faggiano Street
73015 Salice Sal. No – Italy
Tel.: +39 0832 733 479
Fax: + 39 0832 723984
E-mail: info@antonioarnesano.it
www.antonioarnesano.it
Furs : Made in Italy fur garments
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BEL FUR - GEORGE TSADILAS
ΤΣΑΔΗΛΑΣ ΓΕΩΡΓΙΟΣ
6, Evraidos str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.:+30 24670 86760,
Fax: +30 24670 86761
E-mail: tsadilas@yahoo.gr
www.belfur.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of all kinds of skins & pieces, fur
accessories
The fur company BEL FUR was established in Kastoria 30
years ago. At the production of the fur garments is using the
best quality skins, bought from Blackglama, NAFA & Saga Furs,
paying attention first of all to the quality of the fur garments.
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BOURTSOS BROS S.A.
ΑΦΟΙ ΚΩΝ/ΝΟΥ ΜΠΟΥΡΤΣΟΥ Α.Ε.
11th Klm National Road Kastoria - Kozani
52057 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85545
Fax: +30 24670 85172
E-mail: bourtsossa@yahoo.gr
www.bourtsos.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins
Bourtsos S.A. is one of the leading industrial manufacturing
units of fur clothing generally specializing in Persian or karakul. Being exclusive partners with Swakara and thanks to their
excellent craftsmanship, they can call themselves the best at
their kind specializing in “Karakul” or “Persian”. Bourtzos S.A
takes part in hundreds of fur auctions and international fur
fairs, proposing new collections of fur garments every year,
quality certified skins. The business continues to expand with
shops in Greece, Russia and recently in Dubai, with long term
clients all over the world. The new company buildings in Kastoria have recently been completed, a total of 4200 m2 where
a new showroom, up to date workshops, as well as managerial
services are accommodated.
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CASIANI FUR COLLECTION MANZARI GROUP S.A.
ΟΜΙΛΟΣ ΜΑΝΖΑΡΗ ABEE
Ampelokipi - P.O. Box 80
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 89190
Fax: +30 24678 90194
E-mail: info@casiani.com
www.manzarigroup.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins
MANZARI GROUP S.A. is active in the manufacture and sale
of women’s fur clothing and accessories. Founded in 2014, the
company has risen rapidly and emerged as one of the most
important and fast – growing companies in the sector. The
company is located in a company –owned and luxurious space
of 5000 sq. m in Ampelokipi in the entrance of Kastoria including the management, manufacturing, design and a big,
luxury show room. The company designs and produces “CASIANI” FUR COLLEC-TION with high quality materials, originating from world famous suppliers , specialized know-how and
unique designs, the result of our work surpasses all expectations. The company has developed it’s sales network as it’s
products export to Russia, UAE, Europe and U.S.
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COHEN ITZHAK
4, Zafiraki str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 28214
Fax: +30 24670 28214
E-mail: info@ckfurs.com
www.ckfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces, plates, fur
skins
Cohen Itzhak company founded in 2002 in the city of Kastoria.
With excellent expertise and European focus, active since then
in the fur industry. The art of fur is inextricably linked to the
region of Kastoria, the years of Ottoman acquisition, counting five centuries dynamic presence, becoming a turbocharger
of the local economy and a catalyst for economic and cultural
development. The company has organized staffing, and workforce, fully specialized in the production of fur products.
The main goal of business: Production and trade of fur products, high - standards that will meet the Greek and international standards.
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DEMKAS MARKOS
ΝΤΕΜΚΑΣ ΜΑΡΚΟΣ
12, Christopoulou str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 25286
Fax: +30 24670 25286
E-mail: markos.demkas@gmail.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins, plates
A family business since 1970, specializes in the manufacture of
mink pieces plates and ready made garments. Uses mainly the
head part of the mink.
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“Di Cara”
27, Orestiados str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 25143
Fax: +30 24670 26342
E-mail: karatzasfurs@hotmail.com
www.dicarafurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins manufacturers of
luxury sable, lynx & mink garments
The establishment of the first fur workshop under the name
Karatzas Furs, was at the center of fur production, Kastoria
city. The philosophy of the house ever since was to create a
brand of exclusively high quality fur that would stand out for
its lightness, softness and comfortable wear. The Di Cara line
was created much later to correspond to the growing fashion
industry and make fur garments, a new modern item of clothing. The constant research for the newest tendencies and best
materials when combined to the classical processing methods
of the house, become the criteria for modern design and elegance. Through years Di Cara fur house has successfully built
a strong reputation for its sophisticated fur line of exclusively
high-quality mink, sable, lynx and chinchilla collections.
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DIOS FURS
10, Petra str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85316
Fax: +30 24670 85383
E-mail: sakidio@yahoo.gr
www.diosfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins
“Dios Furs” was founded in Siatista in 1963 by the brothers
Nicholas & Elias Dios. The company at all stages of development dealt with the production of ready clothing beginning
with skins of fox & astragan and dealing the past few years
with mink, Cat Lynx and Sable skins which are supplied by
international auctions : Fur Harvesters, American Legend Blackglama, Saga Furs & Kopenhagen Fur.
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DITA FURS
PAPAGEORGIADU AFRODITE
DITA FURS - ΠΑΠΑΓΕΩΡΓΙΑΔΟΥ ΑΦΡΟΔΙΤΗ
1, Navarinou & Spetson str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 81360
Fax: +30 24670 86810
E-mail: paulioukas71@yahoo.gr
www.ditafurs.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins
The company DITA FURS PAPAGEORGIADU AFRODITE was
founded in 1971 by Papageorgiadi Alcibiades, who manages a
small family business over the years to turn it into a business
respectable size while maintaining traditional values and family character. The company is engaged in manufacturing of finished fur garments of mink skin, fox, lynx, raccoon and from
cuttings.
The quality of the skins we use are the best in the world and
of what knowledgeable skins auctions. AMERICAN LEGEND
(BLACKGLAMA), NAFA , SAGA FURS, KOPEN-HAGEN FUR. The
derivative of our skins becomes in GREECE exclusively in the
city of Kastoria, with great taste and unique arts which creates the conditions for an optimal result.
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DOUKAS FURS
Poria
52200 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 71755
Fax: +30 24670 71755
E-mail: doukasfurs@hotmail.com
Furs: Readymade garments of raccoon, lynx & fisher skins.
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DUE FRATELLI
Dorieon - P.O. Box 232
52100 Choe Area,
Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 80511
Fax: +30 24670 80511
E-mail: disiosks@yahoo.gr
a.ntisios@gmail.com
www.duefratelli.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of mink, raccoon, fisher, sable,
cat lynx skins
The company was established in 1996. Is specialized in ready
made garments of mink, raccoon, fisher, sable and cat lynx
skins.
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EMFASI PELLE
6th Klm National Road Kastoria - Thessaloniki
52057 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 21886
Fax: +30 24670 85006
E-mail: emfasipe@otenet.gr
www.emfasipelle.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces
“Emfasi Pelle” is one of the most important companies in fur
production and has its headquarters in Kastoria. It was found
in 1983 by Ioannis Azemopoulos and George Michalopoulos.
From the first moment on it was awarded for its quality of fur,
its style and its originality. “Emfasi Pelle” exports its products
to many countries all over the world like Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan, the USA, Dubai etc.
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ETHERION FUR COLLECTION
5, Thessalias str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 83296
Fax: +30 24670 83296
E-mail: info@etherionfurs.com
www.etherionfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of swakara and afghan karakul,
mink, fox, sable or other fur skins
Our factory is located in the European fur capital- Kastoria,
Greece. We use top quality skins which we care-fully choose
direct from the well respected fur auction houses in Kopenhagen, Helsinki, the USA and Canada. These skins are origin
assured certified so this assures that our raw material comes
from countries in which national or international standards
regulate the production of fur skins. Our experienced staff and
strict quality control guarantee well-fitting and long lasting fur
garments.
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FASHION FUR by K & W ANTONIADIS
Chloe Area - P.O. Box 230
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 28556
Fax: +30 24670 28556
E-mail: fashionfur@hotmail.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins & pieces
Established in1987 and is specialized in mink skins.
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FINEZZA FURS
ΑΦΟΙ ΧΡ. ΠΑΠΑΕΥΘΥΜΙΟΥ ΟΒΕ
Dispilio
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85850
Fax: +30 24670 29276
E-mail: finezzafur@gmail.com
www.finezzafur.com
Furs : Readymade garments of fur skins.
FINEZZA, located in Kastoria, was founded in 1991 as a fur
garments manufacturer of exquisite craftsmanship and design.
Today FINEZZA manufactures and deals with readymade garments made of mink, chinchilla and sable skins. Our company
stands out for the high quality of skins, chosen at the world’s
largest auction houses, as well as for designing elegant and
fashionable garments.
Our main goal is to provide the best possible products and
services in order to keep our costumers totally satisfied.
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KIRIAZOS FILIPPOS
ΚΥΡΙΑΖΟΣ ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΣ
27, Mavriotissis Str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 23137
Fax: +30 24670 23137
E-mail: kiriazosfilip@hotmail.com
Furs : Readymade garments of mink skins.
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FURS BY SARAFAS
8, Parmenionos str.
52100 Maniakoi, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 80462
Fax: +30 24670 80462
E-mail: toni_sarafa@yahoo.gr
www.sarafasfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins
Sarafas Furs was established in 2000. The owner of the company acquired vast knowledge of fur making some decades
earlier in 1970. A firm based in Kastoria area, takes action in
the production of furs and specializes in creating stylish garments from mink skins in all colors and styles according to the
latest fashion trends.
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GIORGIO MILIOS
11, St. Vasiliou str.
52100 Maniaki, Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 80473
Fax: +30 24670 80473
E-mail: miliosfurs@gmail.com
www.miliosfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of all the kinds of fur skins
The GIORGIO MILIOS EXCLUSIVE MEN’S FUR COLLECTION is a
family company dedicated to the seam of male fur. The company was founded in 1970 by Peter Milios, in 2000 assumed
by George Milios and the company begins to participate in international exhibitions while working with leading designers
around the world. The
GIORGIO MILIOS EXCLUSIVE MEN’S FUR COLLECTION became
the only company in Kastoria dedicated to male fur for the last
43 years. The skins are only first class and all come from Canada with tag of authenticity. Our company deals with BLACKGLAMA, BLACK NAFA,FISHER, COYOTE, SEAL, SWAKARA KARAKUL, BIBER, LYNX
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GLIAGIAS BROS S.A.
ΑΦΟΙ Ν. ΓΚΛΙΑΓΙΑ ΑΒΕΓ
Komvos Egnatia – Ambelokipoi
52057 Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: + 30 24670 86955
Fax: +30 24670 86956
E-mail: gb68@otenet.gr
www.gliagias.com
Furs : Readymade garments of all kinds of fur skins
The establishment of the company GLIAGIAS BROS SA took
place in 1968 with the production of high quality fur garments
of mink skins. Production is taking place in a private 5.000 m2
building. The company is steadily expanding sewing creating
the patterns from contemporary Greek and foreign designers without forgetting the traditional workmanship. In 2010
established a Farm with the finest animals. GLIAGIAS BROS
SA is one of the largest Industrial luminaries manufacturing
and marketing of mink garments in Greece but also in Europe,
with the strongest sales cycle presence in Russia, countries of
Eastern and Western Europe, Arab countries and the US .Especially in New York where maintains a show room since 1978.
Main suppliers of raw materials of our company are auctions
in Europe and America. In recent years the company has managed to significantly increase its sales to Russian travelers visiting the city of Kastoria.
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GRAVAS G. MICHAEL SINGLE PARTNER
ΓΡΑΒΑΣ Γ. ΜΙΧΑΗΛ Μ.Ε.Π.Ε.
New Junction
Dispilio - Kastoria
52057 Kastoria – Greece
Tel.: +30 2467 505060
Fax: +30 2467 505064
E-mail: info@gravas.eu
www.manakas.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, readymade garments of fur pieces, other garments.
For over four generations the family GRAVAS is established in
the genre of luxurious and fashionable fur apparel.
The origin of the traditional company is hidden in Northern
Greece in SIATISTA just like the craft of a furrier. This region is
specialized for the production of fur garments since the 19th
century and forms the foundation of the company.
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IKOPEL® - GIANNIS KORENTSIDIS
36, Karavageli str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 29123
Fax: +30 24670 29123
E-mail: info@ikopel.com
www.ikopel.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink skins & pieces, fur accessories
IKOPEL focuses on the international market offering both accessible luxury to the thinking buyer all over the world as well
as a modern slant on classical elegance. From 1990, when it
was founded, up to the present day, its devotion to the design
of its products and high quality of raw materials has set the
company apart.
Every year IKOPEL’s two Prêt – a- Porter collections include
all types of fur garments that reflect the seasons’ trends. IKOPEL’s aim is to establish itself in the psyche of buyers as a name
synonymous with luxury and classical elegance, to continue its
success and maintain the high standard of its products.
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KAPOULIS FUR ATELIER SINCE 1957
72, Ag. Nikanoros str.
52100 Chloe Area, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 29605
Fax: +30 24670 29605
E-mail: kapoulisfurs@yahoo.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of mink & raccoon skins
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KONSTANTINOU FURS
K. Karamanli & L. Gounaradon
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 28620
Fax: +30 24670 28629
E-mail: konfurs@gmail.com
www.konstantinou-furs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of swakara skins & ready made
garments of swakara pieces
“KONSTANTINOU FURS” is a family business which manufactures ready made fur coats from karakul-swakara skins. The
company was established in the year 1963. “KONSTANTINOU
FURS” is producing high quality ready made fur coats which
are made of skins coming from the international auction houses. All skins are ac-companied with the all the necessary labels
which con-firm their originality and quality.
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KOTTAS & MANTSIOS
INTERNATIONALE GMBH
ΑΦΟΙ ΑΠ. ΜΑΝΤΣΙΟΥ ΟΒΕ
96, Frankfurter str.
63303 Dreieich - Germany
Tel.: +49 6103 3867740
Fax: +49 6103 3867748
E-mail: info@kottas.de
Kastoria Store
4, Toka str.
52100, Kastoria -Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 24320
Fax: +30 24670 23759
E-mail: mantsios@otenet.gr
www.kottas-furs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, textile & fur garments, fur accessories
Established in 1994 the Kottas & Mantsios International is a
well-known fur manufacture. The garments are produced and
controlled in the own manufacture in Kastoria Greece. Specialized in mink, plucked mink, sable and other quality items,
the Kottas & Mantsios Company offers with their new, always
current collection a young fancy as well as classic look.
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LAZAROU & VASSOU FURS
ΛΑΖΑΡΟΥ Λ. ΒΑΣΣΟΥ Α. Ο.Ε.Ε.
Maniaki Bridge
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 86300
Fax: +30 24670 80561
E-mail: info@lazarouvassou.gr
vasoufur@otenet.gr
Branch
14, Nikis str.
Paralia Katerini - Greece
Tel. / Fax: +30 23510 62520
www.lazarouvassou.gr
Furs: Readymade fur garments of mink, beaver, raccoon
& fox skins & pieces, fur accessories
Lazarou & Vassou company has been in the fur business for
more than 50 years. Our core competence is the production of
fur garments including all by - products. We supply the market
with the latest trends in fur garments created by a team of
outstanding professionals.
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LUXOR FURS
94, Grammou str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24673 00706
Fax: +30 24673 00706
E-mail: luxor_furs@yahoo.gr
www.luxorfurs.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces
LUXOR FURS is a family business company which is active in
the fur sector since 1985. The quality and design of our products are synonymous to LUXOR FURS business. LUXOR FURS
based in Kastoria, manufactures and markets fur products
worldwide and in conjunction with trained personnel, our
products are widely recognizable for quality and expertise. Finally at LUXOR FURS we give much emphasis on advertising
and that seeks from our participation at the leading fur exhibitions that are held every year around the world.
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MANOLIS & SONS
“SCANDINAVIA FURS”
ΑΘΑΝΑΣΙΟΣ ΜΑΝΩΛΗΣ & ΥΙΟΙ “SCANDINAVIA FURS”
11th Klm Kastoria - Kozani
52057 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85305
Fax: +30 24670 85405
E-mail: info@manolisfurs.com
nick@manolisfurs.com
www.manolisfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of all the kinds of fur skins
One of the most innovative and pioneering firms in the fur industry is’’ SCANDINAVIA FURS’’ based in Kastoria, having as
its object the production and, by extension, the sale and export of fur women’s and men’s clothing. Housed in a new and
modern facility of 3000 square meters at the entrance of Kastoria, it includes the production process and at the same time
a modern showroom, having as founders Athanasios Manolis
and Manolis George and Nicholas, sons of the former.
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MANZARI
ΜΑΝΤΖΙΑΡΗΣ A.B.E.E.
Ag. Kiriaki kaloneriou
50300 Siatista - Greece
Tel.: +30 24650 71055
Fax: +30 24650 71050
E-mail: info@mantziari.com
www.manzari.gr
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins
MANTZIARIS S.A. is active in the manufacture and sale of
women’s fur clothing and accessories. Founded in 1991, the
company has risen steadily and emerged as one of the most
important and fast-growing companies in the sector.
The company’s dedication to quality and its perfection-ism
have over the years built it a reputation that goes beyond
Greece’s borders, giving it recognition on a global level.
The company is based in Agia Kyriaki Kaloneriou, in Siatista,
Greece, at a 2,500 square meter company-owned facility that
includes the management, manufacturing/production, design,
pattern production and laundry/dry-cleaning departments, as
well as show rooms. The company designs and manufactures
the “MANZARI, Luxury Furs” collection.
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MS MOUSIOS FURS
KONSTANTINOS MOUSIOS & SIA OE
MS MOUSIOS FURS
ΚΩΝ/ΝΟΣ ΜΟΥΣΙΟΣ & ΣΙΑ ΟΕ
Petra Area
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 89191
Fax: +30 24670 89192
E-mail: msfurs@otenet.gr
www.mousiosfurs.gr
FURS: Production & design of readymade fur garments
(wholesales & retail)
BRANCH STORE IN DUBAI
MOSINO FURS
Shaikha Latifa Building,
Shop No 14, Mezzanine,
Floor Nasser Square Deira, Dubai - U.A.E.
Tel. + 97142272536, Mob. + 971505301432 / +97155301422
The company MS MOUSIOS FURS is engaged in the fur industry since 1960. Investing in outstanding quality of raw material
and the parallel construction of highly qualified clothes, gained
the confidence of the global market.
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M.R. by MAKIS ROUSSOULIS S.A.
ΜΑΚΗΣ ΡΟΥΣΟΥΛΗΣ Α.Ε.
9th Klm Kastoria - Kozani
52057 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 85348
Fax: +30 24670 85472
E-mail: mrusulis@otenet.gr
www.mrfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, production, processing & fur trading
Makis Roussoulis S.A. is a luxury Greek fur atelier founded in
1973 by Thomas Roussoulis in Kastoria that designs, manufactures and exports many kind of furs like sable, mink, chinchillas, cat lynx and swakara! Main characteristic of the company
is the excellent quality of our furs that can satisfy even the
most demanding woman. We use only the best raw materials
imported from specific farms from the largest auctions in the
world. Makis Roussoulis Furs is a synonym of luxury.
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OBSESSION FURS - PAPAGIANNIS STERGIOS
OBSESSION FURS - ΠΑΠΑΓΙΑΝΝΗΣ ΣΤΕΡΓΙΟΣ
90, Grammou str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24673 00209
Fax: +30 24673 00211
E-mail: kastoria@obsessionfurs.com
www.obsessionfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink, sable, swakara, wolf
skins. Specialized in men collections
Obsession Furs is proud to use only superlative quality of materials. Hand-selected skins for all the collection with numerous TOP LOT certifications.
Origin assured farms provide the materials approved by the
highest quality standards of the fur industry.
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OLIVIERI – IMPEL

      
Via Mascagni,
1 30020 Marcon (VE) ITALY
Tel. +39 041 4568808
Fax +39 041 5950237
E-mail: olivieri@olivierifashion.it
www.olivierifashion.it
Furs: Readymade furs garments of fur skins
Olivieri is a solid company, present in many countries of the
world such as America, Europe, Russia, Hong Kong, and in the
main stores of New York, Moscow, Kiev, Madrid, Paris, Hong
Kong, Tokyo, Rome and Milan. The name Olivieri has become
synonymous with exclusive and precious clothes strictly made
in Italy and of the highest quality, where attention to detail is
emphasized to the extreme.
Great attention is also placed on the choice and processing of
the raw materials, like for example, sheepskin, which comes
in numerous styles and variants; nappa, washed and hand finished; precious hides and fur coming in a wide range of materials, always of the highest quality. The creativity and natural
propensity for beauty go hand in hand with the adoption of new
technologies to give important aesthetic and stylistic contents
to the Olivieri clothes that, like an indelible and unmistakable
signature, stand out in the panorama of international fashion.
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IMPEL LUXURY FURS
33, Platonos Str.
52100, Kastoria - Greece
E-mail: iordanisimpel@gmail.com
www.impel.cc
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins
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OP ED
LAZAROS SAVVIDIS
Chloe Area, P.O. Box 398
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 21205
E-mail: info@opedchic.com
info@bylazaros.com
www.opedchic.com
www.bylazaros.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins, ready made garments of fur pieces, fur accessories. Fashion designer - fur
manufacturer
Greek designer Lazaros Savvidis founded OP ED in February
2016. The multi-skilled designer expresses his passion for fur
accessories by flirting with innocence, selecting fur types that
lend themselves to daring combinations and withstand the
test of time season after season. Styles are loved for being
sophisticated, bold and always in fashion.
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ORESTIAS S.A.
ΓΟΥΝΑΡΙΚΑ ΟΡΕΣΤΙΑΣ
4th Klm Kastoria - Kolokinthou
52050 Kastoria, Greece
Tel.: / Fax: + 30 24670 71613
E-mail: orestias@otenet.gr
FURS: Readymade garments of BLACKGLAMA, NAFA, Kopenhagen Fur, Saga Furs skins.
Orestias S.A is the evolving vision of the current President
and CEO Mr. Iraklis Kallisthenis. For the past six decades this
man’s efforts have set Orestias S.A as one of the leading fur
companies all over the world.
Orestias S.A was founded in 1957 and is located in the famous
for its furs town Kastoria. Our success is based on the excellent combination of many years of experience, of knowledge
and ideas passing from one generation to the next, materialized by our qualified staff and our technologically advanced
facilities.
We also take pride in our careful and diligent selection of raw
materials coming from the largest and most reliable auctions
worldwide such as those in Blackglama, Nafa, Kopenhagen
Fur and Saga Furs.
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PAPADAMOU NIKOLAOS
ΠΑΠΑΔΑΜΟΥ ΝΙΚΟΛΑΟΣ
167, N. Egnatias str.
52100 Maniaki, Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: + 30 24670 84808, +30 24670 84815
Fax: +30 24670 84809
E-mail: vassou@otenet.gr
www.vassoupapadamou.gr
Furs: Readymade fur skins garments of all kinds of fur skins &
pieces
Our products are manufactured in our own production facilities (Greece). We mainly use mink, sable, lynx, beaver, cat lynx,
raccoon, & foxes from the worlds’ biggest auction houses. The
materials we use fulfill the highest quality criteria for more
than 30 years. Papadamous’ tradition is based on our dedication to produce fur garments of excellent quality and provide
the perfect ser-vice to our costumer.
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P.K.Z. FURS S.A.
ΓΟΥΝΑΡΙΚΑ Π.Κ.Ζ. Α.Β.Ε.Ε.
Petra Area
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 80793 -7
Fax: +30 24670 80766
E-mail: info@pkzfurs.com
www.pkzfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur skins & pieces
P.K.Z Furs S.A. has achieved recognition obtaining remarkable
acknowledgements from the market and from the most important dealers in the international fur industry, as one of the
leading Greek-Kastorian fur manufacturing companies worldwide.
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POULIOS FURS
10, V. Ipirou str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 28159
Fax: +30 24670 28159
E-mail: pouliosfurs@yahoo.com
www.pouliosfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of fur mink & chinchilla skins
Poulios Furs is an esteemed fur company in Kastoria. Our work
combines high quality of craftsmanship and fashionable goods.
We export worldwide a large variety of fur products including
mink coats & jackets in stylish design and vivid colors such as
black, pearl, mahogany. All mink skins are purchased from international fur auctions and companies such as BlackGlama,
Saga, NAFA etc. We add styles of fashion, but we can take custom orders to design a dream coat to cover your special needs.
Feel free to visit our web-site and get in contact with us.
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THE CHINCHILLA HOUSE KOSMAS SIAMOS
34, Karavageli str.
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 27070
Fax: +30 24670 27070
E-mail: siamosko@otenet.gr
www.the-chinchilla-house.com
Furs: Readymade garments of chinchilla skins
We excel in exquisite chinchilla garments made of top quality chinchilla skins. We offer exclusive designs and excellent
craftsmanship. We cater for demanding customers partial to
quality chinchilla garments.
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TRASSIAS FURS
Fountoukli, Chloe Area
52100 Kastoria - Greece
Tel.: +30 24670 26801
Fax: +30 24670 26801
E-mail: info@trassiasfurs.com
www.trassiasfurs.com
Furs: Readymade garments of mink, sable & cat lynx skins &
pieces
Based in Kastoria, we at Trassias Furs are proud of our long
tradition of high quality fur production that continues to satisfy the needs of our worldwide customers to this day. Using
the highest quality materials, Trassias Furs acquires its raw
materials exclusively from recognized fur hide auctions, which
adhere to international specifications regarding environmentfriendly practices, such as those of the US, Canada, Scandinavia, Denmark and Russia.
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WANGER LTD.
Koppányvezér út 117.
Koppánymonostor
2903 Komárom - Hungary
Tel: +36 34 340 704
Fax: +36 34 540 485
Email: wanger@wanger.hu
www.wanger.hu
Furs : Readymade garments of chinchilla pieces, fur accessories, chinchilla skins
The Wanger Chinchilla Breeding System had been established
in 1978 and today it is the world’s biggest breeding stock producer and fur trader plantation, a model farm of the West Hungarian Universite (Mosonmagyaróvár). We participate in several scientific researches and there are university students and
teachers visiting us. We are using the Loyd’s Register ISO9002
qualifying system’s rules. We edit books and technological instructions.
The farm in Komarom has 6000 breeding mothers. All these
chinchillas are pedigreed and qualified. We coordinate Hungarian and foreigner chinchilla breeders in neighboring countries, help their work with further education and professional
advises. We have high results in modern breeding, breeding
technology and feeding technologies. We set up a new quality
degree with revolutionizing dressing. We receive furs from all
over the world to curry them with our Royal Blue method. We
do research day by day, try to perform the highest quality level
what we can.
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